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Abstract: The regional energy ecological footprint is an important evaluation index which can reveal the energy
consumption on regional environmental pressure and sustainable development. First, the study relied on EEF (energy
ecological footprint) method to calculate the ecological footprint, the energy ecological footprint and the ecological capacity.
While STIRPAT model was applied to examine the relationship between the regional populations scale, the economic level, the
industrial structure, the energy utilization technology and the energy ecological footprint. Grey prediction model was used to
predict the development tendency of the energy ecological footprint in the next 10 years. The data were elicited from statistical
data of regional energy consumption. The energy ecological footprint was increased to 0.3437ghm2/person from
0.1234ghm2/person during 2006-2015 in Xiangtan region. Though the energy capacity per capita increased slightly, the energy
ecological footprint was kept in deficit. The level was increased to 0.2504ghm2/person from 0.073ghm2/person. The ecological
pressure of the energy ecological footprint was very large. Among the influencing factors, the industrial structure contributes
the most to explain the energy ecological footprint, followed by the population scale and the GDP per capita. The influence of
the energy strength was minimal. The indices of energy ecological footprint, energy capacity and ecological pressure increased
to 1.1205, 0.1246 and 8.9013ghm2/person, respectively. The dynamic scale of energy ecological footprint and the analysis of
the influencing factors can provide a theory for sustainable development of society-economy-resources and environment.
Keywords: Energy Ecological Footprint, Ecological Capacity, Dynamic Evaluation, Grey Prediction Model, Xiangtan

1. Introduction
The correlation between the global economic development
and energy consumption has been increasingly important
since the Industrial Revolution, thus causing a series of
ecological environmental problems. The carbon emission
studies caused by fossil energy consumption have been
widely concerned by scholars. The dynamic changes and
influencing factors of regional energy ecological footprint
can provide theoretical foundation on sustainable
development of ecological environment — society —
ecology.
Energy ecological footprint is a derivative concept of
ecological footprint [1] just like land footprint [2, 3], water
footprint [4], pollution footprint [5], and carbon footprint [6],

etc. Energy ecological footprint converts energy consumption
into biological productive land area for quantitative analysis
of the relation between energy consumption and ecological
environment, so as to provide the scientific foundation for
policy fabrication [7]. There are abundant domestic and
overseas studies on energy ecological footprint which ranges
from municipal scale [8] to provincial scale [9] and national
scale [10, 11], The results of different researches on the
scales of energy footprint show that the pressure of the
ecological environment on the energy footprint increases
gradually, and the pressure on economically developed
regions is higher than that of economically underdeveloped
regions. Research methods involve in input—output models
[12, 13], ecological footprint model [14], energy footprint
model [15], and STIRPAT resource and environment
economic model [16], etc. In addition, it also contains
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ecological environment, social and economic structures.
Moreover, with the increase of the energy consumption, the
energy ecological footprint pressure is increased gradually.
Now people pay more attention to low energy, low-carbon
discharge technology and industrial development [17, 18].
Energy ecological footprint (EEF) is an important
evaluation indicator and method to analyze the relationship
between
regional
economic
development
and
resources-environment. Dynamic change analysis of EEF and
its influencing factors, would provide a theoretical basis for
sustainable development of social-economic and resources
environment. In this paper, EEF calculation method and
STIRPAT model has been used to explore the regional energy
ecological footprint and its influencing factors and to predicte
the future tendency of the energy ecological footprint. We
choose Xiangtan as a representative case study.

2. Research Methods and Data
2.1. Energy Ecological Footprint and Ecological Capacity
The calculation of ecological footprint (EF) converts
human consumption of various resources and energy into
fossil energy land, arable land, forest, pasture, built-up areas
and sea, etc., which may have ecological productivity. As a
leading factor, the energy ecological footprint has the larger
proportion in ecological footprint. Ecological capacity means
that forestry land discharges CO2, while absorbing fossil
energy. Therefore, energy ecological footprint [15],
ecological footprint [14], and energy capacity [19] are chosen
in the paper to be used as important indexes to analyze the
sustainable utilization of regional natural resources. The
computing formulas are shown as follows respectively:

EF =

i =1

∑ EF × YF × (F / Y ) / P
j

j

i

i
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Where EF, EEF and EC are ecological footprint, energy
ecological footprint, and energy capacity respectively, with
the unit of ghm2 per person; Fi is the consumption quantity of
ith energy (Kgce); i is the category of energy consumption; j
is land type; K is the thermal energy generated by standard
coal (KJ), in the study of Chen Chengzhong [18], the thermal
energy generated is 7000kcal for 1kg standard coal,
lkcal=4.1868KJ; Ai is the global mean footprint of energy
consumption (ghm2). EFj is the equilibrium factor which is
valued as 1.41 in the study of M. C. Liu [20]; YFj for output
factor which is valued as 0.91 in the study of Y. Z. Song [21];
Yi for the mean productivity of ith land; P is regional
population scale; and Aj is the overall area of jth land.
On the computing foundation of ecological footprint and

ecological capacity, ecological pressure (namely the specific
value between energy ecological footprint and energy
capacity, presented as EPIEF) of energy ecological footprint,
energy ecological footprint deficit and surplus per capita,
strength of energy ecological footprint (energy ecological
footprint required by GDP consumption energy at 104CNY
GDP) are applied to further evaluate sustainable continuity.
The computing formula is shown as follows:
EPIEF = EEF / EC ＆ ED ( ES ) = EEF − EC

(4)

The ecological pressure of the energy ecological footprint
is the direct basis for judging human and land coordination
and ecological sustainable development. The larger the
specific value between the energy ecological footprint and
the energy capacity is, the larger the ecological
environmental disruption of human activities will be, thus the
larger the ecological pressure will be and it will be in deficit
(ED), vice versa (ES). There is an index for evaluating the
ecological safety and can be used for displaying the degree of
influence of the energy consumption on the natural
ecosystem.
EFI = EEF / D

(5)

Where, EFI is the energy footprint intensity
(ghm2/104CNY); EEF is energy efficient football
(ghm2/person), D is the GDP per capita (104CNY/person).

2.2. Energy Ecological Footprint GM (1, 1) Grey Prediction
Model
In order to better predict the dynamic tendency of the
energy ecological footprint in the future, GM (1, 1) grey
prediction model can be further constructed according to
previous computing results of energy ecological footprint.
Grey prediction is a method for predicting uncertain factors
in the system [22]. A correlation analysis is conducted by
identifying alien degree of development tendency between
factors. Original data are disposed to look for systematic
changes and to generate data sequences with strong
disciplines. Afterwards, a corresponding differential equation
model is constructed to predict future development tendency.
In this paper, grey model GM (1, 1) is established to take 5
observational values and to generate observational series:
0
0
X ( ) = { X (0) (1)，X ( ) ( 2 ) , X (0) ( 3) , X (0) ( 4 ) , X (0) ( 5)}

(6)

The new series X is formed through accumulation X(1):
1
1
X ( ) = { X (1) (1)，X ( ) ( 2 ) , X (1) ( 3) , X (1) ( 4 ) , X (1) ( 5)} (7)

Where, X ( ) = X (1) (1) = X (1) ( i − 1) + X (1) ( i )，i = 2,3,…5 ;
1

matrix B and data vector Y are construction with the equation
as follows:
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 aˆ 
Parameter vector to be estimated is set up as: uˆ =   , the
 µˆ 
minimal multiplier method is used to obtain û =（BTB）−1 BT Y .
By solving the differential equation, the prediction model of
energy ecological footprint can be obtained:

µˆ  ˆ
µˆ
 1
1
X ( ) ( k + 1) =  X ( ) (1) −  e− a k +
ˆ
a
aˆ



k= ( 0,1, 2, ....n )

industrial structure and energy utilization technologies [23,
24], etc. By referring to the multi-variable non-linear
influencing factor of STIRPAT, the relational measurement
model for influencing factors of regional energy consumption
is constructed. The functional relation and mathematical
model are shown as follows:

Q = KP a1 D a2 I a3 T a4

Corresponding differential of GM (1, 1) grey model is
shown as:

dx (1)
+ ax (1) = µ (1)
dt
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(10)

(11)

where, Q is the energy ecological footprint per capita
(ghm2/person); K is constant; P, D, I and T are population
scale (104person), GDP per capita (104CNY/person),
proportion of secondary industry (%), and energy intensity
(t/104CNY). a1, a2, a3 and a4 are its elastic coefficient,
respectively. When P, D, I and T changes 1%, it will cause
the changes of Q for a1%, a2%, a3% and a4%.
To take the logarithm in the Formula (10), it can obtain:

In(Q) = In( K ) + a1 In( P ) + a2 In( D) + a3 In( I ) + a4 In(T )

(12)

Where, In(Q ) is dependent variable; In( P ) , In( D ) ,
In( I ) , In(T ) are independent variables, and In( K ) is
constant, with multiple linear regression analysis, relevant
parameters can be confirmed.
2.4. Data Source

2.3. The Driving Factor Analysis of Energy Ecological
Footprint
From the perspective of systematic dynamics, the energy
consumption level can be measured through energy
ecological footprint. Changing the consumption level is the
common results of regional population scale, economic level,

The original data used in this study mainly come from
Xiangtan Statistic Yearbook over the years and “the 11th
Five-year Plan”, and “the 12h-year Plan” in Xiangtan, With
energy consumption data, population scale and economic
scale, a secondary treatment on data is conducted to obtain
basic data in Table 1.

Table 1. Original Data of Energy Consumption, Population and Economic Scale from 2006 to 2015 in Xiangtan.
Energy consumption (Fi)
Raw coal
Cleaned coal
Coke
Gasoline
Kerosene
Diesel
Fuel oil
Petroleum
Gas (104m³)
Thermal (106KJ)
Electricity (104KWh)
Regional population (P)
GDP per person (D)
Second Industry proportion (I)
Energy intensity (T)
Regional land area (A)

2006
1134711
0
2687
2627
212
11989
0
0
0
314437
136065
282
5855
42.12%
2.90
279

2007
1221450
0
8540
3073
486
11633
0
0
0
483695
143647
283
6847
43.85%
1.70
279

2008
1284514
0
11903
2915
379
16827
0
0
0
651308
150579
284
7773
44.94%
1.60
279

2009
1471054
176217
81
2773
22
142
3587
72
0
38
174849
291.64
8687
45.56%
20
279

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Dynamic Changes of Energy Ecological Footprint,
Ecological Footprint and Ecological Capacity
The energy ecological footprint, the ecological footprint,
the ecological capacity, the ecological deficit (surplus) and

2010
1741950
201017
29410
4065
321
17804
2145
21
5857
495553
150388
292.7
10388
46.65%
1.50
279

2011
1791845
327389
10659
4748
362
20348
22670
64
7047
4606932
132974
293.99
12219
51.60%
1.360
279

2012
1691040
327834
17875
4498
420
24281
19287
19857
7401
4572413
143654
295.26
14402
52.44%
1.14
279

2013
1758992
261636
21891
5242
409
26012
2311
57033
10505
4518290
157586
289
17693
58.82%
1.02
658

2014
1955220
261642
19951
4652
115
18179
931
79000
11468
4465204
187129
276.45
21608
60.24%
0.80
658

2015
2422105
264767
24848
4176
61
16375
735
71641
13449
4349312
475878
291.8
24650
62.58%
0.77
658

the ecological strength are calculated to evaluate the
ecological sustainability of the regional development
through Eq. (1)-Eq. (3) and Eq. (5):
(1) Energy ecological footprint: The figure 1 show that
energy ecological footprint in Xiangtan presents an
increasing
tendency
year
by
year,
indicating
in
2015
compared
to
0.3435ghm2/person
0.1234ghm2/person in 2006. Until 2008, the absolute
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amount of energy ecological footprint per capita was lower
than the mean of 0.132343ghm2/person. The rising
proportion was lower and the annual mean increase was
3.84%. From 2009 to 2011, it was greatly improved with
the mean of 0.2041ghm2/person and it was 1.54 times the
mean in 2006-2008. It was the middle rising period of
amplitude, and the mean annual growth was 33.84%. In
2009, guided by the national policy, Xiangtan joined the
Wan-jiang urban belt to speed up the industrial transfer, to
urbanize Xiangtan and to keep the footprint in Xiangtan in
the deficit state. The level was increased to 0.2504ghm2 per
capita in 2015 from 0.073ghm2 per capita in 2006. The
energy ecological footprint pressure presented an increasing
tendency in general. It was increased to 3.6834 times in
2013 from 2.45 times in 2006. It shows that the energy
consumption in Xiangtan has had a large influences on the
environment since 2006 and it has been seriously
unsustainable. With lower ecological safety level and higher
ecological risks, it must transfer to energy intensive

utilization from energy extensive utilization to develop the
industry rapidly. The natural energy consumption will be
enlarged, while developing the economy, thus the energy
economic footprint per capita will be enlarged along with it.
In 2012, the country greatly implemented sustainable
development strategies and carried out scientific outlook on
the development, thus the energy ecological footprint per
capita started to present a downtrend. After 2013, the
country started to implement the energy conservation and
some emission reduction policies on large-scale enterprises
and SMES, requesting them to strictly obey the relevant
laws of environmental protection, implementing incentives
on enterprises, and punishment systems, improving the
efficient utilization of resources, conducting clean
productions,
and
greatly
promoting
sustainable
development strategies. Because the economic development
couldn’t avoid energy consumptions, the energy ecological
footprint per capita continued to present a rising tendency.

Figure 1. The change of Energy Ecological Footprint from 2006-2015.

Figure 2. Change of energy capacity and ecological pressure of energy ecological footprint from 2006-2015.
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Figure 3. Chang of GDP per person and energy footprint intensity from 2006 to 2015.

(2) Ecological pressure analysis of energy ecological
footprint: The figure 2 show that capacity of energy
ecological footprint per capita had the larger fluctuation
before 2009. In 2009-2013, it presented the weak increasing
tendency, but it started to reduce afterwards. To sum up, per
capita was increased to 0.0933ghm2 in 2015 from
0.0504ghm2 in 2003. Energy economic footprint per capita
was greater than energy capacity per capita, indicating that
energy ecological footprint in Xiangtan has been kept in the
deficit state. The level was increased to 0.2504ghm2 per
capita in 2015 from 0.073ghm2 per capita in 2006. The
energy ecological footprint pressure presented the increasing
tendency as a whole. It was increased to 3.6834 times in
2015 from 2.45 times in 2006, showing that energy
consumption in Xiangtan has had the large influences on the
environment since 2006 and it has been serious unsustainable.
With lower ecological safety level and higher ecological risks,
it must transfer to energy intensive utilization from energy
extensive utilization.
(3) Energy ecological footprint intensity: From 2006 to
2015, GDP per capita in Xiangtan presented the rising
tendency in a straight line. It was increased to 24650
CNY/person in 2015 from 5855 CNY/person in 2006 and it
was increased by 4 times. However, energy ecological
footprint intensity presented downtrend. The decreasing
amplitude was 14.26%, but it only had a little recovery
between 2008 and 2009 (Figure 3). In recent years, under the

background of loose national macroscopic capacity policy
and weak industrial foundation in Xiangtan, the government
loosened the access threshold of high energy consumption,
high discharge and low-efficient enterprises. These
enterprises have lagging devices and poor production
performance, so they consumed lots of resources and energy,
resulting in rising GDP constantly, but reducing its strength
continuously.
3.2. Dynamic Analysis of Energy Ecological Footprint and
Ecological Capacity
Though grey prediction model differential equation
formula and model Eq. (10), energy ecological footprint per
capital in Xiangtan over the years and its energy capacity per
capita can be calculated, obtaining the predictive equations of
them, respectively:
1
X ( ) ( k + 1) = 1.288022e−0.15 k − 1.055907

(11)

1
X ( ) ( k + 1) = 6.609213e−0.002 k − 6.517

(12)

Through Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) and Eq. (4), it can be
predicted the energy ecological footprint per capita, energy
capacity per capita and dynamic supply and demand changes
of energy ecological footprint in Xiangtan from 2017 to 2025
can be predicted in Table2.

Table 2. Dynamic Prediction of Energy Ecological Footprint from 2017 to 2025.
Energy Ecological Footprint (EEF)
energy capacity (EC)
Ecological pressure (EPIEF)

2017
0.3801
0.1110
3.4227

2018
0.4413
0.1244
3.5470

2019
0.5127
0.1244
4.1201

Energy ecological footprint per capita in the area has been
increased dramatically since 2017. It will be increased to
1.1205ghm2/person in 2025 from 0.3801ghm2/person in 2017.
It will be increased by 3 times within 7 years. The energy
capacity per capita will basically maintain relevant stable
without obvious changes. In the ecological pressure of energy
economic footprint, the specific value between energy

2020
0.5957
0.1245
4.7858

2021
0.6921
0.1245
5.5592

2022
0.8041
0.1245
6.4574

2023
0.9319
0.1245
7.5082

2024
1.0854
0.1246
8.7128

2025
1.1205
0.1246
8.9013

ecological footprints per capital will be increased to 8.9013
in 2025 from 3.4227 in 2017. The ecological pressure is very
large. In other words, supply and demand balance of ecology
has been deficient.
3.3. Driving Factor Analysis of Energy Economic Footprint
According to relational measurement model of regional
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energy consumption footprint, influences of GDP per capita,
industrial structure, energy strength, and population scale on
energy ecological footprint per capita are analyzed. The least
square method in SPSS is applied to do regression fitting and
to obtain the following equation:
Regression results indicate that R2=0.918, F=13.955, p (sig)
value is 0.006<0.01, indicating that the model fitting effects
are obvious. The fitting equation results show that population
scale, GDP per capita, industrial structure and energy
intensity have the elastic coefficients of 0.372, 0.338, 1.007
and 0.215, respectively, indicating that population scale, GDP
per capita, industrial structure and energy intensity are
changed for 1%. It will make energy ecological footprint per
capita be increased by 0.372%, 0.338%, 1.007% and 0.215%,
showing that industrial structure has the most obvious
influences on energy ecological footprint per capita, followed
by population scale and GDP per capita, and the minimal
energy utilization.

scenario model” and “Thirteenth Five-Year Plan” Key
Subject Funding Project of China State Forestry
Administration under grant NO. 44 [2015].
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